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Abstract

It is needless to convey that leaders do have the bottomless entity in an organization right from the beginning. On the other hand this
great occupational splendour truly reflects upon the high-end occupational celerity of those desirous employees, who are the best core of
an organizational elegance. In other words followers are the introspective resource not only to remake the real organizational image but to
restyle the present day organizational paradigm in deed. That is the reason why both leaders and the followers do establish their professional
management as per the destined need and the conceptual veracity respectively. As a matter of the fact is both leaders and managers are in a same
delicate platform to regulate their organization through conception, perception, ambition, aspiration and acceleration at all.
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Introduction
Leaders do focus upon their self competency and the spirited
organizational goal. That is why they are in a prior position to
build an astounding team with robust training. Not only that
leaders and their followers do elevate their mind frame with
all the possible resources. But they should follow the certain
attributes:
Self esteem: It is an astounding key to refine all the followers
as a hole. Because it is really conducive for self assessment. On
the other hand both leaders and followers should have the same
to drive them towards the hazardless destiny.
Self zeal: It enhances the capacity of the followers. As a
result all the employees get motivated and they do provide the
best from their end for the utmost organizational magnificence.

Self recognition: It is indeed very essential for both leaders
and followers to be properly recognised in deed. On the other
hand this occupational recognition may ensure the highest
spirit of hard work alongside the remarkable tenacity for an
organization.
Self evaluation: Leaders do create such wonderful
occupational ambience, where each follower can have the
real opportunity to evaluate their best potentials. Moreover
it is exclusively worthwhile to assess their present status and
conducive to participate with their sound professional core from
day one.

Reference [1]

As per Asrar-ur-Haq Muhammad and Kuchinke K. Peter and
their article entitled: Impact of Leadership Styles on Employees’
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attitude towards their leader and performance: Empirical
evidence from Pakistani banks it says that this paper is to
examine the impact of managers.

In other words leaders should have the following attributes
in deed:

Understanding: All the enriched leaders should have the
great understanding for each and other. In the same light this
real quality shall be truly effective for the amicable progress of
an organization.
Foresight: Leaders shall have to understand that what is
going to be happened. They shall have to proceed accordingly.
On the other hand they shall be able to evaluate their present
situation through the process of both organizational output and
the self assessment. Therefore it shall be truly beneficial for them
not only to run the organization but to estimate the forthcoming
occupational perspectives accordingly.
Politeness: It is such a magnificent quality, which can
be truly compelling for the leaders to implement and it shall
be really appropriate for the followers to receive to build an
astounding professional bonding and to put the best effort for
the organization.

Educational Richness: It is having an absolute essentiality
for both leaders and followers to enhance their highest
educational depth, which is really effective for them to defend the
situation and to recover the unavoidable resilience respectively.
Broadness: It is purely important for a leader to be absolutely
broad for their employees and for all the clients, whom they shall
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be getting in touch with for long. This is how an indispensible
connection will be taking place and it shall be favourable for the
rapid organizational growth in deed.

Reference [2]

As per Solomon Anthony and Steyn Renier and their article
entitled: Leadership Style and Leadership Effectiveness: Does
cultural intelligence moderate the relationship? It says that
subordinate cultural heterogeneity has become the norm.
On the other hand leaders can have the support from cultural
intelligence to enhance the effectiveness.

Conclusion

It is quite evident that leaders are the rejuvenated sheet
anchors for the remarkable progression at all. On the other hand
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they are the most painstaking guides and mentors sometimes for
their highly ambitious followers to provide them the everlasting
illumination of incalculable achievements with their aspired
occupational brilliance forthcoming hopes to stay alive.
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